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President’s Message

To Paddle or Not to Paddle?…what a question for a magazine devoted to paddlers!
Recently, Sea Kayaker magazine informed its readership that it would cease
operations because of a fundamental shift in paddling interests. In essence, today’s
paddlers seem more interested in fun, day paddles as opposed to lengthy expeditions.
As a result, the Magazine determined there was a reduced demand and interest in
expedition style kayaks and the equipment associated with such paddling.
Furthermore, many new paddlers were not interested in the extensive training often
associated with “ocean-going” paddling. In other words, buy a boat from a big box
store and find some water on a hot summer day; and there is absolutely nothing wrong
with that as any time on the water with a paddle is better than many of the alternatives!

Ebb & Flow Editor:
PNL members’ responses to the demise of Sea kayaker magazine suggested that
prohibitive high costs and possible negative press, i.e., reports of tragedy, have
eroded interest in our sport. It was also suggested that the digital age and the allLetters to the Editor:
inclusive approach to water sports, is more alluring than spending time on the cold
Address your letters and comments to
North Atlantic or on a fly infested pond in thick fog!
sean-dawe@hotmail.com. Members
are encouraged to submit their
Like any true debate, the online discussion also gave the other perspective. The
suggestions and concerns.
relatively low cost of a second-hand canoe, reasonably priced PFDs and water in
close proximity to all communities in the Province provide an opportunity for individuals
and families to just get out on the water and enjoy themselves. Compared to motorized
Cover Photo: Serenity on the river. sports, paddling is a downright thrifty approach to enjoying the outdoors. One paddler
Image courtesy of Dale Butler.
expressed “I love the littoral zone where the land meets the ocean and find the critters
and shoreline fascinating and ever-changing.“ This same paddler suggests that the
challenges of big waters or, to others, the joy of paddling more tame waters (my
Newsletter Submissions:
interpretation) infers that there is plenty of water no matter what your interest may
Paddle Newfoundland & Labrador is be. As long as the boat is suitable for the conditions, there is no doubt that, when we
the provincial club for recreational
see paddlers on a pond or on a long distance crossing, it does our hearts good. And
paddling.
no doubt the hearts of the other paddlers as well!
Sean Dawe

Submissions for future issues of this
newsletter are welcomed. Not all
can be published and rights are
reserved to edit submissions for style,
spelling and length.

www.paddlenl.ca

In the following pages you will find Bryan Cater’s article, Restorative and Health
Promoting Powers of Canoe Tripping. Bryan, an Occupational Therapist explains how
he always felt that canoe tripping benefited his quality of life and therefore why not
make it available to people who live on the street who suffer from mental illness and
addiction…something he refers to as Wilderness Therapy. The article reflects what
many of us feel when we paddle, i.e., tranquility, peace and the calming effects of
nature.
Outside of the food fishery, I am always surprised that we usually have the bays to
ourselves, particularly on camping trips. For a Province with a vast coastline and
innumerable lakes and rivers, it seems that a large percentage of the population has
turned its back on paddling this water wonderland. Instead many refer to ply the
ponds in a motorboat instead of a canoe or blast along the shore on a personal;
watercraft, i.e., Sea-Doo, rather than paddle quietly in a sea kayak. In 1997 the
(Continued on page 7) President
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Go Ahead, Bail on your Buddy!
Advanced Tandem Bailer Rescue
“...simplicity is the ultimate sophistication”
Leonardo da Vinci
Have you ever had one of those “Ah hah” moments? Aren’t
they GREAT? They are those snapshots in time when your
train of thought becomes so clear and focused that you
inevitability stop and say “why didn’t I think of this earlier?”
This article describes one of my own “Ah hah” moments on
a recent Paddle Canada certification course.
Paddling Today:
Today’s paddler is being more and more influenced by the
industry aspect of the sport, i.e., gear, gear and more gear!.
At the same time paddling clubs, e.g., Paddle Newfoundland
and Labrador, attract new members and foster a sense of
community by using the theme of ‘safe paddling for
everyone’. National paddling organizations, like Paddle
Canada, make safe paddling their business. Certification
programs are developed through much discussion and
debate with the goal of establishing best practices and to
ensure that safety is included in all levels of instruction.
All very positive aspects of the sport if you ask me!
However, here’s something that I’ve come to learn as a result
of my “Ah hah” moment... “we sometimes take ourselves
too seriously!!” We get caught up in procedure, gear,
environmental influence, and the misperception that the more
skilled or educated we are, the more advanced our actions
and techniques have to be.
This is not the case. When it comes to safety we need to
step back. We need to think, “How can I make this simple?”
Yes, the KISS method – Keep It Simple, Stupid, is very
practical when it comes to paddling in general and it is
extremely effective in rescue situations when things go off
course. Let me explain.
The Moment:
As the five members of our nomadic Paddle Canada Canoe
Tripping/Moving Water/Coastal Canoeing certification course
descended the lower Gander River last August (2013), our
course Director, Rob Lemon, engaged us participants in a
practical learning scenario and posed the question “which
rescue is the best and/or most efficient when dealing with a
fully loaded, swamped canoe in a remote wilderness setting?”

By Corey Locke

dry suits, carbon fibre paddles, barrels, dry bags, Transport
Canada mandated equipment, spares of everything, beef
tenderloin, expensive scotch, etc., etc.
We knew we were a skilled bunch. Collectively we held
instructor and instructor trainer certifications in every paddling
discipline (Canoe, Sea Kayak, River Kayak, SUP) of the
Paddle Canada program.
And we knew how we were going to tackle the problem. We
used the following Paddle Canada curriculum specified
rescues and achieved the following results:
1.) Canoe-over-Canoe Rescue (fully loaded with
gear lashed in) – A brutally difficult undertaking!
The physical strain of manipulating a fully loaded
boat with hundreds of pounds of gear upside down
and up over the rescue canoe was tremendous.
The critical limitation (besides sheer weight) was
that the canoes did not slide very well over each
other with the vinyl spray skirts installed.
2.) Canoe-over-Canoe Rescue (gear tethered and
removed before rescue) – Less demanding physically but still required considerable time, cold water
exposure and gear/boat manipulation. Even the
process of removing the gear from the boat required
much pulling and pushing to get everything free.
With the spray skirts installed there did not seem to
be an efficient way to remove the gear from the
capsized canoe.
3.) Parallel Rescue (canoes end to end) – Next to
impossible! The process of pulling the capsized
canoe up and over the rescue canoe lengthwise
proved to be the most difficult task of all. The installed spray skirts made it difficult to actually get
into position for the rescue, plus it then prevented
the rescuer from actually grabbing the gunwales of
the capsized canoe. The smooth vinyl of the skirt
provided virtually no grip and nothing to physical to
hold onto.
(Continued on page 13) Bail

This newsletter has been prepared,
printed and distributed with funding
provided by Transport Canada.

We knew we had the proper gear to test our theories, i.e.,
tripping canoes fully enclosed with spray skirts, end floatation,
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Then and Now
The Musings of a Sea Kayaking Pioneer
By John Ramwell of Bolton, Lancashire, UK
Few, if any, of you will probably never have heard of me. I
used to manage the International Sea Kayaking Association
but this was quite some time ago. I still kayak when I can
though at 72 my joints rebel at being made to squeeze into
my recently made Greenland kayak. It remains worth the
initial discomfort as once aboard I’m good to go so long as
the wind and tide are in my favour.
As one of the ‘old boys’ of sea kayaking – I started in the
1960s – I can make ready comparisons between the ‘Now’
and the ‘Then’ and the conclusion that much has changed is
clearly ‘a no-brainer’ to even the youngest and most
inexperienced paddlers amongst us. But you may find it
surprising just how much technology and other advances in
such as equipment has changed our sport over the years; it
has been quite radical to say the least.
My first crossing of open water of any note was that of the
Englsih Channel that seperates us from France. It is only 20
nautical miles but has fast tides and the busiest shipping lane
in the world. Three of us paddled across before sea kayaks
came available and we used slalom type kayaks to which we
fixed skegs to counter their over-manouvrability. We had not
heard of bulkheads so a swamping would have been pretty
fatal. We had flares but keeping them effective was a
challenge as we once discovered on a subsequent paddle
across our North Sea in the company of Derek Hutchinson
(who?!) but this is another story. Our boats were not well
made and one came apart at the gunnels as we rafted in
mid-channel. (Here lies another tale.) Eventually, the coast
of France came into view and the relief was palpable. Why
should we be so relieved? Well, the French coast juts out
towards England and missing our planned destination would
have meant for a longer paddle than we would have prefered.
The wind and tide could well have pushed us off course and
our navigational planning might have let us down. Our course
or heading was determined by working out the effect of tidal
streams hour by hour using chart and tide tables back home
on the kitchen table. Global Positioning Systems had not

A group of “now” paddlers in Salvage. Image: Colin Hiscock.
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been heard of and neither had
cell phones so you can
understand how pleased we
were to find ourselves more or
less on course as we
approached the French coast.
Once we had left the English
coast were were very much left
to our own devices and could
only rely on passing vessels or
friends ashore to raise the alarm
if we got into difficulties. Telling
the local Coastguard Officers of
our intentions to cross the Englsih Channel by kayak would
have been met with ridicule and clear instructions to, “not be
so bloody daft!”
It took many years before we got the Coastguards on board
with regard to our activities on the ocean with kayaks. This
only happened after we initiated lengthy discussions with
them after which they understood that we were as safe as all
other small boat craft, if, indeed, not safer. That this
organisation would not recognise sea kayakers, that they
considered us unsafe and rather idiotic, has long been
forgotten as today they are the first to acknowledge our
approach to safety. Before the advent of cell phones we relied
on a third party ashore who would raise the alarm should we
go beyond our estimated time of arrival and then the
Coastguards were the first port of call. Needless to say this
put quite a bit of pressure on the kayakers to get to a phone
before any third party raised the alarm and the Coastguards
came a-looking for us.
Many innovations have been introduced over the last few
decades that have made for greater predictability and
therefore safer kayaking. Weather forecasts are a lot more
reliable and a lot more accessible via iPads, iPhones, etc.
Equipment such as water-proof digital camaras, sound and
reliable storage bags and beautifully designed and
professionally built sea kayaks made from lightweight and
extremely durable materials as well as paddles, camping gear
and clothing. We used BDH bottles. Who remembers these?
Large plastic screw top bottles made by British Drug Houses
for shipping drugs around. Failure to present at least a couple
of these at BCU Award assessments was bound to eliminate
you. These bottles kept your stuff dry but there was a severe
limit of what you could fit in one; and then they had to be
stored in the kayak leaving little room for other stuff. Modern
kayaks with bulkheads and hatch covers allow for your
clothing and gear to be just pushed through the hatch with
little or no protection, being so much more reliable; not that
I am advocating this as waterproof bags provide for ‘belt and
braces’ when it comes to keeping gear dry in your kayak.
(Continued on page 10) Then
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Last year CMC Electronics Inc. donated a
rescueME PLB1 to the Club. This personal location
beacon device works with the only officially
recognized worldwide dedicated search and rescue
satellite network, hence there are no charges to
use this system.

Where do

The system has a retractable antenna and includes
a battery with a 7 year life/7 year warranty. It
includes a mounting clip and a flotation pouch. It is
activated by a button located behind a spring
loaded flap. The PLB1 transmits your position and
ID to Rescue Coordination which can track your
position and initiate a rescue.
If you are interested in purchasing a unit, please
contact Hazen Scarth. The cost is $269.00 + tax.

Pool sessions at the Aquarena in St. John’s and the Arts and Culture Pool in Gander offer many new paddlers the opportunity
to learn safety fundamentals such as rescues, braces and rolling. In 2013/2014, an agreement between Transport Canada
and PNL provided funding to help offset the cost of the pool rentals.
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Wilderness and Remote First Aid
(WRFA) and Advanced WRFA with
Pretty S.A.F.E. Enterprises
A Joint venture of Paddle NL and Transport Canada

By: Sarah Evans
It’s About Time
I'd been meaning to take a first aid course for years, but it's
one of those things that easily slips to the bottom of the to-do
list. After a long work week, who wants to dedicate a full
weekend to sitting in a classroom memorizing CPR steps and
performing the Heimlich manoeuvre on total strangers?
Besides, if your co-worker chokes on her sandwich, someone
else will know what to do anyway—right?
With summer fast approaching at the end of the long winter
tunnel, I learned that Paddle NL (with funding from Transport
Canada) was hosting a Wilderness and Remote First Aid
(WRFA) Course for its paddlers, and I finally decided I had
no more excuses.

orienteering, SCUBA, and First Aid training and instructor
certification, locally owned and operated by Michael Pretty.
With a team that includes nurses, First Responders, EMTs,
firefighters and Ski Patrol attendants, the combined level of
experience of Pretty Safe Enterprises goes way beyond
impressive. Michael’s imposing résumé reads like the Coles’
notes of an adventure novel (he’s actually a retired infantry
Major with the Canadian Armed Forces and has SCUBA
dived all over the world, among other things), and listening
to him reflect on administering CPR, stabilizing a casualty
and calling for evacuation from personal experience left me
feeling rather sheepish about the uncoordinated weekly
disaster that is bringing the groceries in from my car.

It became immediately apparent how little I knew and how
ill-prepared I was if anything were to happen on a canoe or
The first 20-hour weekend WRFA course included Standard kayak trip—or even just walking down the street on a Tuesday
First Aid with CPR Level C and AED, and was run by Pretty afternoon. I felt simultaneous horror that I hadn’t made time
S.A.F.E. Enterprises, a company that provides survival, sooner for a First Aid Course, and relief that I was finally doing
something so incredibly important.
It was one of the best decisions I've ever made.

The ABC’s
Our training began in the classroom on a Friday evening,
comprised mainly of canoeists and kayakers of every level
and people from all walks of life and levels of experience from a couple of fellow First Aid newbies, to repeat WRFA
students, and a full-time firefighter and paramedic. Class
began with lively discussion about the Red Cross’
Assessment and Decision-Making model, used to assess,
treat and plan a course of action for an individual injured in a
remote setting. Right from the word “go,” our instructors’
enthusiasm was infectious and inspiring, and with that bunch
of characters in charge I began thinking that maybe the
weekend would actually be a good bit of fun.
We practiced scene surveys, primary surveys and how to
determine the mechanism of injury, through to secondary
surveys where the casualty (conscious or unconscious) is
checked head-to-toe and interviewed or examined for
evidence of allergies, and prior medical history. Later we did
indeed practice the Heimlich—where everyone seemed to
become fast friends with their arms wrapped around one
another laughing at our various and sundry techniques. We
practiced log rolls, putting one another in the recovery
position, and discussed and performed CPR on infant, child
(Continued on page 10) WRFA
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President (Continued from page 2)
Matthew “sailed” around the island. One of the crew, an older
Newfoundlander, was dismayed at how few youth had the
chance to experience the ocean - how few could tie a bowline!
The Matthew replica was his dream of a training vessel. With
the added distractions of today, I am certain he would be even
more concerned.
John Ramwell, the “Wayne Gretzky” of British kayaking,
expressed his belief that because of liability concerns, sport,
notably paddling, is being watered down to the point where
the activity is a dull alternative to other activities. Do the youth
want excitement such as white water paddling or do they want
the indoor digital world?

Come to the Retreat, learn and be regaled by stories from
Labrador to South America and many points in between! This
promises to be a fun event and opportunity to learn from Jim
and others who will participate in the workshops and paddles.
Once again this paddling season, there will be club paddles,
Monday sessions at Octagon Pond, Safety Day and we are
planning an event where canoes and kayaks will be available
for you to introduce a friend to paddling. We are over 200
members strong! If we all took two people out for a paddle,
we could expose 400 people to our sport. Let’s not be selfish!
Take some time to introduce paddling a friend, family or
acquaintance. Have a great paddling season and please drop
us a line if you have any suggestions to improve our Club.

This issue of the Ebb and Flow is evidence of the wide range
of paddling activities…surely there is something for
everybody! We are delighted to celebrate year 13 of the
Retreat, with a guest who is a canoeist, kayaker, camper and
possibly the most enthusiastic paddler/instructor known to the
paddling community. Furthermore, he is a local…Jim Price.

Happy Paddling;
Hazen Scarth

Paddle Smart Program
On February 8th, PNL and Paddle Canada conducted a one day workshop to introduce Paddle Canada’s Paddle Smart
Program to ten members of PNL The purpose of the course was to train volunteers to present safe paddling to all age
groups.
It is PNL’s objective to introduce paddling, from a safety perspective, to groups such as Girl Guides, Boy Scouts, cadets or
any others who might be interested. The presentation can be tailored to the age and interests of the group. The training is
available to any groups with interest in boating safety, even if their interests do not include a paddle!
If you are aware of any groups who might be
interested in having a presentation about safety
in and around water, please contact Craig or
Hazen. As you can see below, we have a great
lineup of volunteers who are looking forward to
proceeding with the presentations. There is no
cost for these courses.

Contacts:
Hazen Scarth
hazenandmarilyn@gmail.com
Craig Moores
craig.moores@nf.sympatico.ca

Instructors:

Training the trainers. Image courtesy of Craig Moores.

Narcissus Walsh
Dale Butler
Alan Goodridge
Joe Carroll
Jim Price

Richard Alexander
Gerard Keogh
Gary Thomas
Craig Moores
Corey Locke
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Restorative and Health Promoting
Powers of Canoe Tripping
By: Bryan Edward Cater
Ever since I was a young child, the great outdoors and canoe
tripping has played a big part in my life. As a young boy, I was
introduced to the canoe through short day paddles with my
grandfather and on short camping trips with the Boy Scouts.
As I grew older, these trips with the Scouts became evermore
elaborate, eventually culminating in a week long white water
canoe trip down the Spanish River in Northern Ontario. From
the many adventurous trips in scouts, my love for the canoe
grew. Even now, as an adult, I continue to organize and
execute canoe tripping expeditions with friends, family, and
with the Boy Scouts as I am now a leader. Keeping connected
to this passion of mine is important as I have always noticed
the restorative, relaxing, and healing powers of being in the
wilderness on canoeing adventures.
These powers of canoe tripping were ever so evident in my
own personal life, but did it also affect others in similar ways?
This was a question I pondered as I conducted my Master's
degree in Occupational Therapy. Occupational Therapy is a
relatively unknown, and misunderstood profession by the
general population. Occupational Therapists are not job

coaches or employment counsellors. They are regulated
health professionals working in various fields such as
paediatrics, mental health, neurological rehabilitation, and
orthopaedics. Occupational Therapists attempt to restore the
patient's abilities to participate in everyday functioning through
various forms of physical and psychological interventions. We
help patients to restore their ability to perform their
occupations following injury or illness, and we work to improve
quality of life through engagement in meaningful occupations
or activities. The term occupation can refer to any activity a
person engages in to occupy their time. These can include
self-care activities such as feeding, dressing, and cleaning;
leisure activities such as sports and recreation; and
productivity activities such as paid employment or volunteer
work. In essence, Occupational therapy provides patients with
the skills and means to live a full and meaningful life following
injury or illness.
Completing my Master's degree in Occupational Therapy
involved the completion of a research thesis on new and novel
treatment approaches to enhance quality of life for patients
through engagement in occupations. As I evaluated potential
topics for my research, one proposed idea kept sparking my
interest. Given my immense love of the outdoors and canoe
tripping, this topic that was arousing my interest involved
taking patients on canoe trips to elicit a therapeutic benefit. I
have always experienced first-hand the benefits of canoe
tripping to improve one's own quality of life, but now, with
completing this research, I could study and document these
effects in a scientific manor.
The research involved observing and interviewing participants
in a not-for-profit treatment program called Street-To-Trail,
located in Toronto. This program would take individuals who
are living on the streets, suffering from various mental
illnesses and addictions, and take them on outdoor excursions
and canoe trips. It was a form of treatment I liked to call
'Wilderness Therapy'. The founder of this program, a former
Boy Scout himself, also experienced first-hand the restorative
powers of the outdoors and developed this program to help
(Continued on page 9)
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Restorative (Continued from page 8)
those individuals living on the streets to improve their quality
of life. The program has had a great deal of success, and
many participants have since obtained stable employment
and housing, but no study had ever been conducted to
determine why.
The program would take the participants on various trips,
outside of the city, including hikes, camps, and canoe trips.
As a part of my research, I had the privilege of accompanying
the program on various hikes, as well as one of their canoe
trips. The canoe trips were the highlight of the program for
the participants and they all reported to me how much they
looked forward to them. The canoe trip in which I attended
consisted of a 3 day excursion in the Georgian Bay and
Muskoka area of Ontario. The trip provided the participants
with various challenges, typical of any canoe trip, in which
they had to form bonds and work together in order to
overcome and succeed.
For the purpose of this article, I will not discuss the various
research methods and analyses used to conduct the study.
However, I will just summarize a few of the main findings.
Each of the participants who agreed to participate in the
research identified the following health promoting benefits
from involvement in the canoe tripping experiences. These
included: the benefits of nature, escaping the pressures of
the city, socialization and inclusion, as well as a source of

Bryan Cater

stability and structure. No names or descriptions of the
participants will be mentioned within this article to maintain
confidentiality.
One of the main themes in promoting improvements in their
lives, through participation in the program, was reported to
be experiencing the calming effects of nature. Each of the
participants reported feeling more relaxed and tranquil just
from being surrounded by the natural beauty. They often
described feeling 'peaceful' or 'at peace' by being in the
wilderness and away from the city. They reported that it
allowed them to clear their minds of negative thoughts or
ideas, which enabled them to approach certain life situations
from different perspectives once they returned to the city.
From their positive experiences in the wilderness, they
reported that they started to change their lifestyles once they
returned to Toronto. Instead of going back to their previous
addictions, or destructive behaviour, they started to
participate in more healthy occupations. They would go for
walks through the parks and go fishing instead of returning
to gambling or drinking.
The participants also experienced how their mindset changed
just from being able to escape the city, even just for short
periods of time. They reported various stressors and
demands from living on the city streets, as well as due to their
various mental illnesses and addictions. However, having the
opportunity to depart the city provided them with a chance to
(Continued on page 12)
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Then (Continued from page 4)
The use of the small camp cookers and modern packaged food makes keeping well fed a doddle. Modern light weight
sleeping bags, clothing and tents allowed me to pack sufficient into my kayak last summer for a months kayaking without
having to restock en route.
The question I have concerns the level of challenge. Does having such as cell phones and GPS, albeit making our activities
a lot safer, remove some of the adventure? I am aware of the old military saying, “any fool can be uncomfortable” but the
escape from all the modern conveniences can be good for you as you struggle to survive in a gale lashed tent with only wet
matches. I wonder whether some of the challenge long associated with outdoor activities has melted away as we embrace
all the modern technology and that going back to basics is not such a bad idea? I know you certainly appreciate a chair and
table after a few weeks ‘in the field.’

WRFA (Continued from page 6)
and adult dummies. We broke down into small, interactive
groups and discussed open cuts and wounds, splints for
different types of fractures, and went over AEDs (Automated
Electronic Defibrillator)—where I learned a lot about the
difference between real life first aid and the Hollywood kind.
Bedlam in the Bushes
Saturday afternoon we packed up and moved to the outdoor
portion of the course—in the snow-covered woods of Portugal
Cove near Michael’s home. We assembled first aid kits made
up of gauze, splints, sterile dressings, triangle bandages,
burn kits, emergency blankets, hatchets and tarps (and a
partridge in a pear tree), and sorted ourselves into groups
before being faced with a number of live "casualty" scenarios.
That was where it got interesting. Learning the skills of first
aid is one thing, but then being forced to use those skills in
real-time on a shrieking individual is something else entirely.
We made the best use of limited supplies and whatever else
we could find, fashioning splints from branches and using
snow for burn relief.
There were several Oscar-worthy performances by
instructors, helpers, voluntary casualties from amongst
ourselves and our trusty CPR dummy, Annie. Fake blood
stained the snow, victims flinched to the touch and guarded
their “injuries,” hysterical “spouses” tried to hamper our efforts
with frantic concern, and impressive screams and expletives
rang up to the sky. But as the jangled nerves smoothed out
from one scenario to the next, we started really thinking and
coordinating our efforts to offer the best possible care to our
“victims.” Putting everything together and working as a
coordinated team to treat mild to severe “injuries” was thrilling
and gratifying.
I so thoroughly enjoyed my first weekend that I contacted
Hazen and weaselled myself into the 20 hours additional
training needed for the Advanced WRFA course the following
weekend—which was comprised of a mere 4 hours of
classroom instruction, with the entire Saturday and Sunday
devoted to running more live scenarios in the woods and
learning-by-doing. We applied some new knowledge about
leadership skills and radio communication, in-line traction,
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tourniquets, replacing dislocations and discounting spinal
precautions. Saturday evening, we enjoyed dinner around a
fire in the great snowy Portugal Cove outdoors, and then
embarked on an intense 2-hour nighttime scenario involving
a total of 5 casualties, where every last one of our newly
forged skills were put to the test. That night I slept the
soundest I had in months.
“…wow—we’re Pretty good.”
At the end of our final scenario on Sunday, Michael gathered
us around and asked us to reflect back on our two weekends
of learning and practice, and to appreciate how much more
some of us could barely have guessed at two weeks previous.
(Continued on page 21) WRFA
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The Price is Right!!
An Interview with Jim Price:
2014 PNL Retreat Special Guest
Conducted and transcribed by Hazen Scarth
Over the years the Retreat has featured nationally and
internationally recognized, high caliber paddlers. Indeed,
last year it was Jim Kakuk, of the Tsunami Rangers. In
addition, the list includes Serge Savard, the personable
paddler who survived Cape Breton to Newfoundland by
kayak; Doug Alderson, author and paddler from British
Columbia; Freya Hoffmeister, endurance paddler
(circumnavigated Australia) and many other experts of the
paddling world.

Image: Hazen Scarth

This year is no different, however we only had to go to go to Pippy Park to find a guest with the qualifications to match
(exceed?) those of previous years. Indeed, whereas our guest is at home in a kayak, or canoe, flatwater or “bring on the
white water”, we are delighted, as a canoe and kayak club that, Jim Price enthusiastically accepted our invitation to entertain
and teach us at the this year’s Retreat from May 16 to the 19.
I recently had a chance to chat with Jim…two hours went by in a hurry! The following is a summary of “The Interview” with
Jim.
Q: Kayaking, canoeing, the outdoors…where did the passion originate?
A: As a student in a Forestry Resources program, we were introduced to canoes during a field trip in the Salmonier Line
area. I took my first paddle around a pond and, on return, I was asked by the instructor to show others how to paddle.
Paddling came naturally to me. Years later in the 1980s, I attended my first kayak pool session, during which I completed
an Eskimo roll. The following year, I purchased a kayak and was introduced to ocean paddling. (Later Jim established
Eastern Edge Kayaking which specialized in tripping and kayak instruction)
Q: Where are your favourite paddling spots in NL and elsewhere?
A: When it comes to rivers I would say the Terra Nova and the West Coast’s Main River. As for ocean kayaking, just about
anywhere on the South Coast.
Elsewhere? First of all, in my opinion Newfoundland probably has the best kayaking as compared to any of the places I
have paddled. The Mexico coast was fine, however no match for Newfoundland! However, two trips in the Grand Canyon
and whitewater in Peru were wonderful trips. Indeed, Peru has some of the best paddling rivers in the world….hmmm I
think I will bring pictures of that trip to the Retreat! Costa Rica also has great whitewater paddling.
Q: What would you say was your greatest experience on paddling a boat?
A: After some thought, Jim had a lot of experiences to think of, Jim described two close encounters with whales and tour
groups. One day a whale breached within 100 metres of a tour. On another day a group encountered a sleeping whale.
Jim explained some of the mainland paddlers were moved to tears. You might ask Jim what impressed him more - the
whales or the impact it had on the paddlers? I think the latter!
Q: Jim, not many 67 year olds like to camp…why do you still enjoy it?
A) It’s a means to an end. It is the best way to experience the wilderness. I love camping! (We discussed how equipment
improved over the years. Jim’s favourite “new” equipment is now Merino wool - comfortable and it doesn’t smell. In view
of Jim’s active life, I would think his wife, Karen, would also be a fan of merino wool!)
(Continued on page 27)
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Restorative (Continued from page 9)
leave behind their deep-rooted psychological problems and
struggles to focus on the wilderness activities at hand. Having
this brief opportunity to leave their psychological 'baggage'
behind allowed them to experience life without stress and
encouraged them to strive to achieve this in their everyday
living.
Through surviving in the wilderness on the canoe trips, the
participants all reported the formation on new bonds and
trust. Socialization and trust were often something the
participants reported difficulty with prior to participating in the
program. However, they were forced to rely on others during
the trips and, as such, developed friendships, relationships,
and support networks. With the development of trust and
these bonds in the program, the participants all reported an
increased comfort with socialization back in the city and
allowed them to increase their comfort in seeking assistance
from others to promote change in their life situation. They
attributed this to the inclusive and team-building atmosphere
that the canoe trips fostered.
Lastly, the participants all reported a main barrier in their
ability to obtain employment and housing, prior to
involvement in the program, was a lack of structure and
stability in their lives. Living on the streets, they had no
responsibility and, as such, had no motivation to get up at a
certain hour and be productive during the day. They reported
they would often stay up all night, and sleep till noon because
they had no reason to do otherwise. However, with their
involvement in the canoe trip, they were forced to awake in
the morning so that they could be productive during the day,
otherwise the amount of work required to survive the trip
would not be able to be completed. They were also forced to
go to bed at a certain hour so that they could get sufficient
sleep and be productive again the next day. They reported
that, adopting this structure once they returned to the city,
allowed them to be more productive in changing their life
situation and procuring employment or housing.

wilderness therapy program that provoked life-altering
changes for the participants. Each of the participants who
were included in the study have since acquired productive
employment and housing. This was reported to be as a direct
result of their experiences and participation in the wilderness
therapy program. They also have reported experiencing
improvements in their mental health and quality of life. I'm
sure each of you who read this article can relate to some of
the above benefits of participating in wilderness excursions.
Perhaps you experience the powers of tripping and paddling
in other ways, but there is no doubt that you all experience
some type of benefit. Otherwise, why would you love it so
much and why would you be out there paddling?

Bryan Cater

Now, as I write this article and reflect back on this experience
I had, I am reminded that no matter how hard our lives
become, we can always turn to the restorative power of the
wilderness to raise our spirits and improve our well-being. I
cannot wait for my next paddling adventure to get away from
the new stressors in my life as I continue to further my
These themes that I have outlined in this article represent education and complete additional research toward a
just the tip of the iceberg. There is much more involved in the Doctorate degree in Occupational Therapy.
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Bail

(Continued from page 3)

Then it occurred! While sitting in a half-submerged, recently righted canoe, Johnny Walsh made the brilliant observation
“b’yes, I’m sick of this, I’m just going to bail.” And that was it! “Ah hah!!!”
Our group recognized it instantly. What could be simpler and more efficient than bailing the water out of your canoe? We
proceeded to fully test our newfound revelation and the results were conclusive - bailing a fully loaded canoe is the best
option in a tripping situation. Here’s why:
-

Fully loaded canoes actually leave little space for water - With the ends and belly filled with flotation and gear,
the majority of water collects exactly where the paddlers are sitting, i.e., the cockpits.

-

Righting the canoe is easy – Both paddlers can simply turn the submerged canoe over in the water, while
swimming, and re-enter. The gear and flotation ensures that the canoe will be about half submerged, i.e., gunwales
approx. 6” to 8” above water. The physical strain of lifting capsized canoe over rescue canoe is completely eliminated.

-

Exposure to cold water is limited – The time required to right the canoe and re-enter is significantly less than any
of the Canoe-over-Canoe style rescues, thus full submersion is limited.

-

Both paddlers are engaged – With both paddlers bailing at the same time the speed of the rescue is greatly
increased and the individuals warm themselves through exercise.

-

Less exposure to injury – Avoiding the need to lift and pull one fully loaded canoe over another eliminates muscle
strains and pulls as well as the risk of fingers and joints being squat by sliding canoes.

-

In case of injury – In the event of an injured paddler, even a half submerged canoe gives a stable platform from
which to deal with that individual. Their partner can still empty the canoe by bailing while other paddlers tend to the
casualty.

-

Unaffected by spray skirt – The speed and effectiveness of bailing is completely unaffected by spray skirts, unlike
the Canoe-over Canoe style rescues.

Therefore, to be cheeky, we decided to officially name the whole procedure the “Advanced Tandem Bailer Rescue” (patent
pending, of course).
The Lesson:
Simple is best. It is so easy to over-think things and to become engrossed in process. Society pushes us this way because
life is busy and complicated. Yet, rescues should be anything but. Simplicity and efficiency should be top of the paddler’s
mind within every rescue situation.
Sometimes it is useful to approach a rescue by asking “what would a complete novice do in this situation?” In the fully-loaded
canoe scenario, I am extremely confident that, even if a person has never heard of Canoe-over-Canoe, Parallel Rescue,
tethered, un-tethered, etc., when confronted with the situation he or she would simply swim to the canoe, turn it over, hop in
and bail. Simple!
“Bail, ya swabs, bail!!

Ebb & Flow
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Greetings,
I want to take the opportunity to introduce myself and fill you
in on all the great things happening at Paddle Canada. For
those of you who are not familiar with me, my name is Jeff
Martin and I sit on the Board of Directors of Paddle Canada
as the Regional Director for Newfoundland and Labrador. I
was elected to fill the vacancy left by fellow paddler and good
friend, Corey Locke, and I have been on the board since
September 2012.
I have been actively involved in teaching outdoor recreation
and adventure tourism in Corner Brook for the last 10 years
and volunteer regularly with the Duke of Edinburgh program
each spring teaching canoeing and canoe tripping. I have a
passion for canoeing and kayaking and hold instructor levels
for each discipline and have been delivering skills courses
for 8 years through the College of the North Atlantic.

well as helping shape the future
of the national recreational
paddling scene. Just recently I
was in St. John’s to deliver the
first
PaddleSmart
trainer
session, which was welcomed
well.
I also want to take the
opportunity to let you all know
that you can contact me with
any ideas or questions
regarding Paddle Canada and
the PaddleSmart training. You
can reach me at nl@paddlecanada.com.

I look forward to working with PNL and the Paddle Canada
Being a part of the Paddle Canada Board felt like a natural members in Newfoundland and Labrador.
fit with my professional background. Since being elected to
the Board, I have had the opportunity to work on some great See you on the water,
things, including the new Strategic Plan, PaddleSmart as
Jeff Martin

Why do I paddle?

Tony Roestenberg

“If I was asked that five years ago I would have said to enjoy the zone where the sea meets the land in a more intimate
way than possible in most other sea going craft. Today, after honing my skills that allows me to paddle in more
challenging environments, my answer is different. While I paddle on calm and sunny days, I do not restrict myself
to those conditions. I paddle now all year round in rain, snow, wind that's manageable, confused seas and cold. In
many ways the more inclement it is, the more I enjoy it. Kayaking takes me away from the sanitized, comfortable,
managed world of modern civilization and into the more primal and raw unscripted world. There, I feel more in
balance with the nature and with myself. It makes me feel alive!”
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Down the Hodge’s and Rocky Rivers
By Dale Butler

On November 9, 2013, four members of PNL embarked on important to do this trip in early spring or in the fall, when
water levels are at their highest. We had a very good trip and
a canoe trip down the Hodge’s and Rocky rivers.
touched bottom only a couple of times.
We left St. John’s at 5:00 AM and first travelled to Colinet to
leave one of our shuttle vehicles for the take-out. We then As we travelled down the Rocky River we spotted several
headed to Whitbourne via Markland Road (Route 81) for the moose and several different species of birds, including ducks
start of the paddle. The trip from Colinet to Whitbourne took and geese. You will pass a power line near the end of the
trip and, as you approach Colinet, the roar of the waterfalls
about 45 minutes.
is unmistakable. These falls are impassible and paddlers
Our put-in and first pond paddled was Junction Pond. We must make preparations for getting off the river as the bridge
parked next to the old railway station in Whitbourne. The old comes into sight. We took out on river right where several
railway station is now the home of the Whitbourne Town Hall trails to the river’s edge are visible. From here it was a quick
and Museum. The museum includes a replica of Sir Robert hike down to the Rocky River Interpretation Center where our
Bond's house, "The Grange", a replica of a Newfoundland vehicle was parked.
Ranger Force member, a forest ranger mannequin and other
railways artifacts, including old train cars.
The Rocky River has a man-made salmon ladder that spans
the 8 meter (26 ft) waterfalls. Interestingly, the river was not
We left Junction Pond and headed across Second Pond, then originally a salmon river because of these waterfalls.
Third Pond and onto Bullrush Pond, which leads into Hodge’s However, the river was seeded with salmon in the mid-1980s
River. Hodge’s River is a tributary of the Rocky River and and salmon began using the man-made ladder to bypass the
starts in the community of Markland. You will very quickly falls in 1987. In 2002, the river opened to recreational
feel that you are paddling in the wilderness. There are a few anglers, thus making it Atlantic Canada's newest salmon river.
occasions where Route 81 is visible from the river, but this At the falls, the local rural development association has
constructed an interpretation centre, hiking trails and access
does not, in any way, detract from its beauty.
to the salmon ladder. It is certainly worth taking some time
The Hodge’s Rivers flows directly into the Rocky River. At to explore around the salmon ladder and interpretation centre.
the intersection of the two rivers we stopped and enjoyed
lunch. The Rocky River is the largest river on the Avalon Overall, I would classify this river trip as easy and paddlers
Peninsula, but the water level can be very low and it is easy with introductory level paddling skills, i.e., understanding of
to see how it got its name; there are a lot of rocks! For the the basic paddling strokes, will have no trouble completing
most part they are easy to navigate but it would be difficult this trip.
not to hit bottom at least once during the trip. The river can
have very low water levels in places and it is, therefore,
(Continued on page 18) Down
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(Continued from page 17)

We completed the 28 km journey in about 6 hours but we did
not take many breaks and could have easily extended our day.
The day that we completed the paddle, the Rocky River’s water
flow was measured at about 25 M3/s, which is above the daily
average. I would recommend that anyone considering this
trip, log on to the Provincial Government’s Department of
Environment and Conversation website:
http://www.env.gov.nl.ca/wrmd/ADRS/v6/Graphs_List.asp)
and check the stream flow graph of the Rocky River. If the
stream flow is less than 25 M3/s, I would consider waiting for
higher water levels to do this trip. We felt that less water than
what we experienced would have made this trip much less
enjoyable.
PNL will try to organize a club paddle here in the spring when the water levels are high

Rocky River

Down the River: Images by Dale Butler

Canoe and Kayak Skills School
If you have made it this far into the newsletter, then you will, no doubt, have you seen the poster advertising the skills
school? In case you missed it, go directly to page 5. Do not pass Go! Do not collect $200! For those of you who were
waiting for news on the school, this is your notice that it will be starting on May 27. But did you also notice that the school
is expanding this year?
As is fitting for a club that encompasses both canoeing and kayaking, the school will be teaching both canoeing and
kayaking skills. There will be basic canoeing and kayaking courses as well as intermediate and solo canoe instruction.
All will be taught by qualified Paddle Canada instructors and anyone doing a course will receive the appropriate Paddle
Canada certification upon completion of the requirements. Costs will vary depending on the level of the course - ranging
from $60 to $100 for PNL members and slightly higher for non-members. Preference will be given to club members,
provided they register early.
This is an opportunity for those who would like to improve their skills and receive Paddle Canada certification as well. It
is also the chance for both kayakers and canoeists who would like to learn more about paddling the other craft. There
isn’t even a concern about bringing a boat since all boats will be provided. That doesn’t mean, however, that you can’t
bring your own!
The committee is already at work setting up the school and is looking forward to having a “bumper crop” or participants
this year. Why not come join us?
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A Tale of Two Singles :
The kayak or the shell?
By Joy Hecht
Spring is coming!
Well, maybe someday spring might come, anyway. By the
time you get this magazine it will officially be spring, even if
there are still two meters of snow in front of my house. So
it’s time to dream about getting the boat out on the water,
right?
But which boat? And which water?
My kayak has been hanging from the ceiling of my hall since
last fall. It's all ready to go, just crank it down on the pulleys,
the paddles are right there in the cockpit, slide down the ice
The Betsie Bay enjoys creature comforts . . .
on Lime Street and take a flying leap into the harbor - there
I am, wind in my face, back on the water! Or on the ice, a cold breeze in my face, sunlight bouncing off the surface,
and a confident surge forward.
maybe.
The shell? It's always a bit nerve-wracking, when I haven't
been out since the fall. Is the water calm enough? Can I
really balance that narrow slip of a boat without flipping into
the lake? There's a nice stretch with the wind at my back,
where I can lean into it and know that it will keep me upright
- but once I get down to the end and have to turn around,
My shell hasn't had nearly as nice a winter as the kayak, poor with the wind blowing me sideways and the chop threatening
thing. The kayak was in a warm, bright house, with lots of to spill over the gunnels, that's scary!
company from me and my friends. Whereas my poor shell
has been in a cold, dark boathouse, socked in with snow so The kayak has a grand time when the water moves. Leaning
high that no one can even get near the door (See picture on this way and that to go where I want, edging into the swells,
page 23). No company. No bright sunshine streaming in surfing the waves, putting my weight on my paddle to hold
when the bay doors are opened up. She does have the the boat in line. It's like sculpting the water, using my paddle
company of the other boats, of course, but they're just as to carve this movable medium and make my way to the
lonely, left to hibernate by the kids who race them in summer. opposite shore.
But my shell is patiently waiting for me on the rack in the St.
John's Rowing Club boathouse. Lift her off, walk her out, and
onto the surface of Quidi Vidi Lake she goes, ready to glide
backwards down towards the hills, then turn and head (or
should I say back?) up towards Dominion

The kayak will be easy to get back into. Bounce onto the In the shell, it's a different game altogether. “Water like glass”
ocean, wriggle from side to side, feel my balance shift, spin is what rowers hope for, though it rarely happens in
the paddle into the water, and buzz out onto the waves with
(Continued on page 23) Tale

the most awesome front wheel drive!

Why Colin Hiscock paddles . . .
the thrill of the unknown on any given paddle!
he is the engine!

being carried down the river!
the wicked workout!

the adrenaline rush!!

the joy of surfing!

Image by Grant Cudmore
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Bears & Coyotes:
The Paddler’s
Defense
By Hazen Scarth
With background information and images
courtesy of Department of Environment and
Conservation - Wildlife Division

Image: Chuck Porter

With headlines which include: “Hungry bears hold household
town folk prisoner after local dump closes”, “Polar Bear
encounters are on the increase in NL”, and along with reports
of wolves on the island and coyotes in Mount Pearl, paddlers,
who are also campers, have expressed concern about
increased risk to what is supposed to be a time of relaxation!
In 2012, a coyote scampered in front of me as I paddled up
a brook near Popes Harbour, Trinity Bay. The next year, we
camped in Kearley’s Harbour and found piles of fresh bear
scat. Indeed, there were those who felt a bear may have
nestled down for a nap within a few feet of our tents.

humans. In addition, it should be assumed that bears with
cubs will be protective and therefore should be given a wide
berth!
At the Campsite
The common sense approach to reduce the likelihood of an
encounter is to store food in containers which are out of reach
to bears. Of course, when paddling to a remote campsite, our
canoes and kayaks become transporters of food, and it is my

So, what should we know about the behavior of wildlife and
how can we avoid unfortunate interactions while camping?
If approached by bears or other wildlife, what should be our
response? This brief overview was prepared in consultation
with the Wildlife Division of the Department of Environment
and Conservation.

Black Bears
It is estimated there are 6,000 to 10,000 black bears in the
Province. Males weigh in the range of 200 to 300 pounds,
while females range from 110 to 180 pounds. The animals
range over significant areas; females 60 to 250 square
kilometres and males over an area of 850 square kilometres.
Bears, especially when they wake from hibernation, will eat
just about anything.
Are black bears dangerous?

Image: Wayne Barney

opinion that after a week our boats are going to smell like
Although black bears are usually timid, they can be food. It is suggested the boats should be well cleaned before
dangerous, especially when there has been a history of close a trip and food be well contained to minimize the persistence
human contact, notably where bears have been fed by of food odours in our craft.
(Continued on page 24 ) Bears
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WRFA

(Continued from page 10)

I truly can’t say enough about the group of dedicated individuals that made our two long-weekend courses both fun and
extremely enlightening. Like anyone, I hope that I’ll never have to use any of the skills I’ve learned through the WRFA
courses with Michael and his team; however, life has a way of throwing things at us when we least expect it. So I’m happy
that I’ve done what I can to prepare for the unexpected—for my own safety and the safety of others around me. And I know
that once I get back on the rivers this spring, I’ll be that much more comfortable and confident in my own abilities.
On top of that, by doing this course I’ve met fellow enthusiasts and become part of a wonderful group of people that I hope
to exploit to the fullest by wringing their paddling know-how and experience out of them. I’ve also probably managed to
secure myself a spot in every camping and river trip anyone in my group of friends will be planning—since I plan on scaring
them silly over what could happen to them if I, their safety guru, am not there! (Haha, kidding… sort of!)
As we all know—it is much better to be safe than sorry. Special thanks once again to Paddle NL and Transport Canada for
the organization and financial support, and of course to Michael Pretty, Jenn Guy, Doug Copp, Alain Vaillancourt and
Michael’s part-time helpers John, Louis, Jennie and Krista for sharing their extensive expertise and enthusiasm. Hope to
see you all again very soon for the orienteering and survival courses!
Images courtesy of the instructors and participants.
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Movement Analysis of the Kayak
Roll – A Cause of Neck Pain?
By Mike Kay
Pool Images: Hazen Scarth

The Editor rolling the Black Pearl. Image by Tony Roestenberg.

Some time ago I assisted in the medical coverage for the
National Judo Championships held at MUN. I was reminded
how the cervical spine (neck) can be easily injured. It also
occurred to me while watching the matches that it is
remarkable that more athletes didn’t have more neck
problems given the kind of stress that gets transmitted
through this region.

the neck significantly further than we can flex. The neck is
able to carry out combined movements – like rotating and
side bending, but there can be considerable joint
compression in doing so.
Extreme rotation with side bending, can therefore be a source
of joint irritation.

So it is, I think, with kayaking.

In some sports activities, extremes of movement can create
stress on the nerve structures that relay sensory and motor
I was prompted to write this summary by an observation and information to the arm and hand.
discussion I had with a colleague who sprained his neck trying
(Continued on page 25) Movement
to learn a roll. My own experience in the treatment of various
neck conditions for a range of sports and personal injuries
have assisted in writing this analysis.
Readers may find it useful to review the biomechanics with
particular reference to the roll and to identify structures at
risk. This skill is classified as an advanced technique for good
reason - it requires a unique kinaesthetic awareness. At first
try, the movement is completely counterintuitive to what the
body is programmed to do. Being upside down in cold water
is a factor, but in addition you are internally programmed to
right yourself leading with your head. This righting response
is not easy to turn off or override. This seems to be supported
by various first hand accounts by kayakers who have written,
that despite all their practice, in the clutch situation they still
end up making a wet exit.
Linking the movements to the biomechanics and anatomy of
the cervical spine may help identify high risk situations and
potential problems.
After all, a bad neck can ruin your day, reduce your kayaking
performance and may even linger into your work and social
life.
The neck links the skull with the rest of the spine. Contrary
to common belief the skull is a fairly heavy structure (12-13
lbs or 5-6 kg) and the cervical spine joints are relatively small,
compared to those in the thoracic and lumbar spine. The
joints themselves are largely designed for rotation, but have
great capacity for movement forward and backward. In fact,
by and large, most individuals have the capacity to extend
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Tale

(Continued from page 19)

Newfoundland. And every motion must be precise. Back
straight, shoulders down, hands smooth and steady so the
blades glide evenly just an inch above the water. Lean the
slightest bit to right or left and the oar will land on the water
instead of hovering above it. Rowing is a perfectly controlled
performance on the balance beam, whereas the kayak is a
helter-skelter of free motion to a rapid beat. Drop the oar in
at the wrong angle, the blade could catch in the water and
pull the boat over. Rush the recovery, you'll upset the
momentum and the boat will lurch. But get it all working
together, and it's perfect, a bird gliding above the surface with
nary a feather out of place.

all best friends, a really tight unit working hard to be the best
team they can be, while I'm the outsider. But perhaps they
are shy of me, too, this much older American lady who
learned to row thirty-five years ago in college and must seem
so different from them.

Rowing came into my life years before kayaks. One evening,
crossing a bridge over the Charles River in Boston, I stopped
to watch a single shell glide up the river towards the sunset.
It was lovely, and I was smitten. A year later I joined the
intramural crew team; the following fall, a senior in college, I
went out for the freshman crew team. In my spare time, I
went out on the river in the training singles, and eventually
Some of my rowing friends are interested in kayaks. That's learned to row a racing shell. I rowed a single in Washington
easy - anyone can get in a kayak, if they're dressed right, and the next year, and for a few years in grad school back on the
Charles. Then I stopped - too much else to do and I left it
behind.
Ten years later I'd become a bird watcher, and a kayak
seemed like the right way to poke around in the marshes with
my binoculars. I went to a kayak demo day at a state park
on the Chesapeake Bay, where one of the local vendors
brought out all the boats so newbies could try them out. I'd
figured I'd go for a small, inexpensive boat. But someone
introduced me to some paddlers from the local club, who let
me try their boats - and I found myself hooked on real sea
kayaks just as quickly as I'd been hooked on rowing. The
people I met that day became my good friends, and soon
enough I had my own kayak (a Perception Sea Lion, 17'2" x
22", 65 lbs, plastic, light blue) and was out on the water every
weekend with the Chesapeake Paddlers Association. The
binoculars stayed behind - we were moving too fast and too
far to stop and look at birds!

. . . while the shell does not!!

they'll have a nice time paddling around the bay. Yeah,
there's lots of skills to learn, but you can enjoy it even with
no skill at all, it's always a good time.
But the kayakers who want to try my shell? I don't think so!
Start with the widest of training boats, and it still feels scarily
tippy. Row that for a month or so, day after day, till it's
comfortable. Then go into a slightly narrower boat and start
all over, convinced you're about to land in the lake every time
you take a stroke. When I learned, it was months before I
was ready to keep a narrow racing shell upright.
My boats are part of two different worlds, too. My kayak
makes friends like me. We're not young - lots of us aren't
even middle aged any more. We have a lot in common, with
our creaky knees, achy elbows, and graying hair. Whereas
the rowers here in Newfoundland could all be my
grandchildren - the oldest might be just out of college. There's
a smattering of adults, but I'm the only one at the club who's
actually bought my own boat. I'm a bit shy of the kids - they're
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I didn't return to rowing for sixteen years. I'd watched a few
regattas, but racing enormous fixed-seat boats wasn't for me.
Summer of 2012, I was biking past the boathouses and on a
whim I stopped by. It was just too easy - "sure, come by in
the morning and you can go out in a single!" It had been
almost thirty years since I'd been in a shell, but within a few
days I was happily out on the lake, going backwards once
again, and once again hoping for water like glass instead of
waves and a nice breeze.
And now, if spring ever comes, I'll want to get out in both of
my boats. Maybe we can have dead calm on weekday
mornings, so I can train in my shell, and a good breeze on
the weekends for paddling on the ocean? That would be the
best of both worlds!

“On why I paddle: appreciate the inner
calmness and subtle awareness that
develops as one spends time on the
water and in nature.”
Michael Rendell
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(Continued from page 20

At the campsite it is suggested, when possible, that the cooking area should be away from the tents and that food waste
be added to the bonfire or discarded far from your campsite. Cooking utensils must be cleaned and, in general, do what
ever is possible to have a clean campsite. It is suggested the risk be assessed and if there is evidence of bears, or the area
has a reputation of bear sightings, that food should be hoisted up a tree.
Be Aware
When completing the assessment of the campsite, look for signs of bear activity, such as tracks, scat, evidence of digging
or claw marks on trees. Although most of the regional landfills are closed, it would be worthwhile to be aware of any landfill
sites or, for that matter, productive berry grounds which would attract bears.
What if…!
Stay calm, be cool and give the bear the “right of way.” It is important to provide the bear with space and an escape route.
The Provincial Wildlife Division, recommends that you:
·
·
·
·
·

Speak calmly and firmly
Avoid eye contact
Back away slowly, never run or climb a tree
If the bear follows you, distract it, by dropping something other than food
If it attacks, make lots of noise and fight back! Use pepper spray if you have it. Do not play dead!

A few of us have purchased flare/banger combos. In addition, we are required to carry whistles while paddling. If you are
concerned the area may be visited by bears, it would be advisable to keep the whistle close by. (Greenland paddles, may
be more effective for scaring away bears than Euro paddles. LOL)
My buddies are quite comfortable camping with me. You see, I had a hip replacement and, hence I would be the slowest
of the group! All foolishness aside, if you take these precautions, you should sleep better, knowing that you have done all
that is reasonably possible to protect your camping entourage.

Coyotes
The first possible report of coyotes on the island was in 1985 of
wolf like dogs on the Port au Port Peninsula. The first confirmed
report was in 1987 of a pup killed by a car at Deer Lake. Coyotes
weigh from 25 to 40 pounds, are 4’ to 5’ long and 2’ at the
shoulder. The animals have a tawny, grey coat with a black
tipped bushy tail. They have white fur on the throat, belly and
inside the ears. One of the main differences from dogs is that
the top of their muzzle forms a continuous line with its forehead.
Coyotes will eat just about anything, however hares have been
very important in their diet. With the cyclical variations of food
supply, the source of food varies. However, it is has been stated
that caribou provide up to 10% of their diet and moose 40%. It
is understood most of the moose would be carrion. The
gestation period is about 60 days with the pups being born in
April and May. Coyotes often travel in pairs and sometimes with
Image courtesy of Mike McGrath
litters of 3 to 10 pups; families will travel together up until
breeding season starts again in February and young coyotes begin to look for their own territory. The average range of an
adult male is 250 square kilometres. A few years ago the Wildlife Division tracked a young male coyote that had a satellite
collar attached to it. It travelled from the Swift Current Barrens across the province to the Annieopsquotch Mountains and
to the Burgeo Highway where it was harvested by a trapper…all in less than a year. They are agile, fast and have been
clocked at 60 kph! They have a complex vocal systems - 2 short barks and a long wavering yodel reveals that a coyote is
advising others of its territorial boundary.
(Continued on page 26)
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Concern about nerve involvement is higher in contact sports
like football and hockey but any action that creates a
significant stretch force can impart a negative reaction to
nerves in the neck.
The neck joints and associated structures develop a rather
finely tuned balance and compensatory means of handling
the stress that we heap upon them day after day, year after
year. So, if in your other life (the one outside of kayaking)
you’re focusing on a computer for most of the day, your joints
may be entirely differently stressed than a fellow paddler who
is working plastering or painting overhead.

2. Primary movement – Keeping the trunk flexed, the
kayaker rolls to the side and comes to rest in a tight
flexed position, head down. With the paddle in a
horizontal position, the kayaker punches through the
surface of the water.
The back hand may come to rest on the underside
of the kayak. For 2-3 seconds the kayaker waits and
then initiates a combined movement – skimming the
surface of the water while simultaneously extending
the lumbar spine and starting to extend the neck.
(photo 2 – punch through, paddle horizontal, initial
skimming of the surface)

So what happens during the roll?
Basic Movement Analysis:
1. Set up – Kayaker sits and leans forward. A flexed
position is largely achieved through the hips and
lower back. Using the standard grip the kayaker
places paddle at the side of the kayak, parallel to the
side. Blade is concave up and flat to the surface.
(photo 1)

Photo 1

It is helpful to slightly flex the wrist as this will preset
the wrist extensors to maximally assist when upside
down. Thighs are firmly locked in braces and feet are
firmly on foot pegs. Practice stretching for the lumbar
spine and neck may be beneficial. Preliminary
stretches on the deck may be helpful particularly if
you have tight hamstrings or have a problem
reaching your toes in a long sitting position. (photo 1
– flexed forward position, photo 2 position of the
paddle on the surface of water)

3. Critical Instant - Within 1-2 seconds into the sweeping
arc, and in synch with the back extension, the
kayaker adds the key feature of the roll - the hip flick.
Every kayaker will find the timing slightly different,
but this is something to aim for. The feeling of correct
timing is akin to the sweet spot when hitting a drive
in golf or contact with a tennis ball during the serve.
You have to have a sense of success at least once.
When you experience it, you just refine and refine
until it comes without conscious effort. Kayakers with
a more Greenland orientation don’t emphasize the
hip flick but utilize considerable thoracic rotation and
lumbar extension. There is also significant associated
cervical rotation and extension. Training methods
that promote flexibility, mobility and functional
strength are invaluable preparation training methods.
As the shoulder comes into an extended position, the
joint and rotator cuff muscles may be at risk (the
shoulder is already raised into an abducted position).
This is most obvious if the kayaker tries to force
him/herself up by using shoulder strength alone. In
this position, the risk is that one or more of the
muscles of the rotator cuff can be squeezed and
compressed. These muscles have a rather poor
circulation so any extreme stress can cause damage
fibres and ultimately result in pain. The shoulder is
less likely to be primarily relied on if there is full
thoracic spine mobility, particularly rotation. But you
are not done yet.(photo 3 – paddle at the half way
point, start of the rise out of the water)
(Continued on page 26)
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4. Follow-through – If you don’t have this step you may miss
fully completing the roll. This can be frustrating since missing
means you will roll back upside down. Once the hip flick has
been well initiated, continue with lumbar spine extension and
neck extension. Depending on your kayak seat and stern
design aim to lay out over the back deck. Finish with the
paddle extended behind, but close to the side of the kayak
and your head/eyes directed down towards the blade of the
paddle. The main objective is that the head is the last part
out of the water. One strategy is to side flex the neck as if
keeping something between your chin and the front of the
shoulder. This does not work for everyone. In fact, the
combination of extending, side flexing and rotating the neck
may be too stressful for some individuals. This last step may
be the most stressful for those cervical spine joints mentioned
earlier. When coaching someone through the steps, don’t
force the individual to use more neck side flexion than they
can tolerate. This is where the joints can be vulnerable to
compression and other related structures such as the disc
may be additionally susceptible to irritation. (photo 4 – the lay
back over the deck, neck the last bit out and looking back
over the paddle)

Photo 4

Bears

In many ways the roll, is largely a mental skill. It helps to
visualize the sequence in small but critical elements. Breaking
down the steps can be a useful teaching and learning
exercise. Attempting to power through the roll can be
counterproductive, this is where folks may make errors and
could put themselves at risk for injury.
The position of confinement, i.e., upside down underwater,
may be a cause for fear, panic or anxiety. The pool sessions
are a great opportunity to develop a safe comfort zone. Using
a diving mask helps reduce the irritation of water rushing into
the sinuses and this allows kayakers a chance to relax upside
down before rushing into the primary movement. Gradual
reduction in the use of the mask and substituting with nose
plugs in freshwater will help prepare the sea kayaker for any
unexpected turnover when actually on the ocean. If you only
ever practice with a mask, the first time your roll may be called
for in a real situation, you may be thrown off.
Summary comments:
1. Identify areas of limited range, mobility and
conditioning
2. Establish key goals for training and fitness
3. Utilizing a training plan may help
4. Key stretches:
i. long sitting
ii. forward flexion
iii. repeated extension
5. Abdominal muscle strengthening focusing on
transversus abdominis muscle.
6. Thoracic rotation for mobility – a variety of yoga
moves like the Warrior may be beneficial
7. Sun Salutation
8. Keep exercise training sport specific

(Continued from page 24)

Are Coyotes Dangerous?

stretch for canoeists. The Wildlife Division advises that you
keep Spot on a leash as it is unlawful to allow dogs to run
The Provincial Wildlife Division explains that while coyotes loose. It’s possible also that a dog could can lead a coyote
have a natural fear of people, they can, however, quickly get back to you and your campsite.
used to life in residential areas - especially if access to food
is easy. Although attacks on humans are extremely rare, they What if…!
can occur if the coyote comes too comfortable around people
and starts associating humans with food.
As for bears, if you are approached, stop and assess the
situation. Never approach or crowd the coyote and allow it a
way to beat a hasty retreat. If the coyote seems unaware, slip
At the Campsite
away when it is not looking. If the coyote is aware of you, act
In essence the precautions taken for bears is the same for as follows:
coyotes. They are wild animals…never attempt to tame a
· Respond aggressively
coyote by feeding it.
· Wave your arms; shout
Be Aware
· Maintain eye contact
· Carry a stick with you for protection (if a paddle, grab
It is important to be observant while camping by keeping an
your buddy’s Greenland paddle)
eye for tracks and scat. Once again, make your presence
known, making noise by way of whistle and talking. Although
it is unlikely that kayakers will take a dog on a trip, it is not a
(Continued on page 27) Bears
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(Continued from page 24)

Do not turn away and run; move to your fellow agencies, such as the Federal Department responsible for
parks in the early stages of planning a trip.
campers
If, unlikely, it attacks you, fight back…no license
required. (LOL)

This article is intended to provide a little information about
these two animals and how to reduce the risk of an unwanted
visit. In any event on this cold February day, I am looking
forward to my summer camping trips, however I will be more
attentive to camp management and I will take my bear
bangers out of their wrapping….like the Scouts, say….”Be
prepared.”
Polar Bears are a story for another day. Although there are
reports on the Island, polar bears would be a very serious
and important consideration in planning a trip of any kind in
the North. Please contact the Wildlife office or the relevant
Mike McGrath

I paddle to see nature at its best. I paddle to relax. I paddle to stay fit. I paddle because I enjoy it.
Harry Sheppard
Price (Continued from page 11)
Q: You mentioned your age…how do you look after yourself so you can continue to enjoy your active lifestyle?
A: Although yoga has been replaced by building two houses in the past five years, I just keep being active by dong the
things I love to do: Skiing, snow shoeing, daily walks, snowmobiling…and yes paddling! (I think Jim would agree that
motion is lotion!)
Q: How do you encourage more people to paddle; How should the Club encourage more people to take up the
sport?
A: Word of mouth…convince people to try it…they will like it! I have taught almost 100 Paddle Canada courses (other
training as well) so that is how I have been able to introduce the sport to a wide range of people.
As far as the Club goes, the Wednesday night sessions are a great way to inform others of the world of paddling. I think
it is time to publicize the event to the wider public…right now the presentations are only enjoyed by those already converted!
How about an outdoor adventure weekend…where the public could try a boat, attend presentations, see and touch the
gear and hear about trips on the rivers and bays of the Province?
Q: If you were the Minister responsible for Environment and Paddling, what would you do to ensure we care for
the environment for the future enjoyment of the next generations?
A: Everyone should take the lead…remove more garbage than you take into the country. Practice “no impact camping.”
As Minister, I would target awareness in the schools.
Q: Why should the Retreat be the place to be on the May 24th weekend?
A: Apres ski is as important as the skiing…the camp site and related activities is often the reason we paddle. In other
words, the Retreat is a wonderful social event where paddlers can rekindle friendships and meet others with similar
interests. It’s a great icebreaker for many paddlers as it provides a little push to start another paddling season.
(Although Jim cannot guarantee better weather than last year, our local expert is a tremendous teacher who will bring his
enthusiasm, experience and story telling to the Retreat. All levels/types of paddlers will benefit from his passion of seeing
others enjoy our sport.)
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THE ALL-NEW 2014

ALSO SUITABLE
FOR PAVED ROADS.
WELL
EQUIPPED
FROM

25,995

$

*

* See dealer for details.

The completely redesigned 2014 Subaru Forester puts the sport back in SUV.
With a roomier interior, more cargo space and a new power rear gate, you’ll be ready for any journey. Combine all that with
Subaru’s legendary symmetrical full-time AWD and X-MODE™ , a newly developed system that offers added control, and
even the most brutal road conditions will feel welcoming. Plus, the 2014 Forester is more fuelefﬁcient than ever.
The only question left is where to go next.

Capital Subaru, ofﬁcial sponsor of Kayak NL

150 Kenmount Road, St. John's | capitalsubaru.ca

